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Museum Development believes in thriving museums.
It raises standards and drives excellence by enabling, guiding and
supporting people working in museums.
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1. Introduction

2. Methodology

The Museum Development Network (MDN) commissioned Mairead O’Rourke
(CultureRunner) to undertake strategic development activity in June 2017. This work was
funded by the Esmée Fairbairn Foundation through the Association of Independent
Museums (AIM).

Outlined below is an overview of activities undertaken between July 2017 and June 2018.
•
•
•

The MDN committee, chaired by Claire Browne oversaw the programme of work. The
network includes representatives from nine English regions, Scotland and Wales. Northern
Ireland were not consulted as part of this work but have indicated an interest in engaging
with the network and will hopefully be part of future joint working initiatives. This report
highlights the activities undertaken, key findings and suggested next steps.

•
•
•

1.1 Objectives

The sections that follow outline these activities in further detail and the outcomes from
each.

The original objectives of the strategic development activity were to:

Identify

Ways for MD to work more collaboratively nationally

Explore

Options available for Museum Development beyond 2022

Review

Financial and operational arrangements

The development and analysis of a MD survey
Development and delivery of a committee workshop
(co-facilitated by Paddy McNulty) to investigate options for the network beyond
2022
Consultation with network and sponsors/stakeholders (8 of 9 English regions)
Four regional workshops: Taunton, Birmingham, York and Peterborough
Attendance at committee, planning and stakeholder meetings and regular catch up
calls with Claire Browne, Chair of MDN Committee

3. Survey Findings

Establish

An understanding of key stakeholders

In November 2017 a survey was circulated to all MD staff. Fifty-one people responded to
the survey. This was a significant proportion of those working in MD roles (seventy at the
time). There are a number of functions for which MD relies on contractors to deliver, they
were not included within this staff consultation but are active members of the network. The
following notes highlight the key findings from the survey. The report outlining further
details of the survey findings can be viewed here.

Develop

An agreed outcomes framework

3.1 Funding and Income
The majority of funding for MD in England comes from ACE. Museum development activity
is supported by The Welsh Government, MALD (Museums, Libraries and Archives) in Wales
and by Museums Galleries Scotland in Scotland. Other sources of public funding for MD
activity include Heritage Lottery Fund and Local Authorities. Three survey respondents
stated that they are primarily funded by a local authority in England. Respondents identified
the following sources of earned income1:
• Training
• Consultancy services to museums
• Consultancy services to other MD providers
• Commissioning
• County museum association.

These objectives were developed from a review undertaken in 2016-17 by Paddy McNulty.
There were a number of key changes that had an impact on these objectives. Specifically;
• The setting of Museum Development KPIs by ACE
• The appointment of a Senior Manager, Museum Development at Arts Council
England
• Identifying a need to further consult Museum Development staff on the National
message of Museum Development.
The programme of activity was revised in January 2018 to respond to these external
changes and the activities as outlined in the methodology section of this document were
prioritised.

3.2 Areas of Activity

1.2 Key Outcomes

The top three areas of activity of MD were identified as:
1. Providing advice and support
2. Managing training programmes
3. Managing grant programmes.

At the end of this activity MD has:
• A vision and mission statement
• An outline of core values
• Suggested actions for the future of the network.
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As a government body MALD do not earn income.
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The top three areas of advice and support offered were identified as:
1. Accreditation
2. Collections Management
3. Income Generation and Fundraising.
What people enjoy most about their jobs:

•
•
•

People
Museums
Helping/ Developing Supporting.

Key challenges identified:

•
•
•

Museums
Time
Workload.
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3.3 Skills and Expertise
The key areas where respondents stated they were expert or proficient at were: (maybe change order of list to reflect table?)
• Training and Development
• Collections Management
• Programme/Project Management
• Administration and Event Management
• Accreditation.
Answer Choice
Training and development
Collections Management
Programme/Project Management
Administration
Event Management
Accreditation
Education
Forward/ Business Planning
Fundraising (grants)
Marketing and communications
Leadership development (eg. coaching)
Governance
Audience Development
Equality and Diversity
Financial Management
Evaluation and impact measurement

Novice

Beginner
3
3
2
1
2
0
3
2
2
2
4
6
2
2
6
1

1
9
7
2
0
11
10
9
7
6
11
10
6
8
7
6

Competent
11
14
7
10
16
10
17
13
17
26
17
18
22
24
24
26

Proficient
21
12
22
27
23
21
10
21
19
11
15
13
17
15
13
17

Expert
15
12
12
11
10
9
8
6
6
6
4
4
4
2
1
1
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Skills people would like to develop:
• Governance
• Evaluation
• Business Planning.

Use of the website is very low with no one using it frequently and most respondents using it
occasionally or rarely. Move table about website under this related text?
What people want from the Network:

It is worth noting that there is a gap between perceived levels of skills and experience in
leadership and financial management and what people would like to develop. This may be
influenced by what people believe the museums need most from MD.
3.4 Measuring Impact
Just under half (48%) of respondents stated they use frameworks to measure impact of
activities. These included:
• Annual reviews/surveys
• Measurements against business plan goals
• Event evaluation
• There is little long-term impact being assessed
• A number stated that if one wasn’t being used it was in development

Top 5 priorities identified for the Network
1. Advocacy and external partnership working
2. National benchmarking
3. Innovation of the network
4. Internal communications (across MDN)

3.5 Interaction within MDN

5. Effective and compliant data management (details of museums)

Most respondents (92%) were aware of the MDN committee and noted interaction as part
of the national network.

Other areas of priority for the network identified by recipients included; ‘improving
museums’ and ‘financial independence’.

7
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4. Stakeholder Consultation

Area

This section highlights the findings from a consultation with project sponsors. The
consultations took place between February and May 2018 with individuals identified as the
budget holders or mangers with overall responsibility and/or oversight for MD in their area2.

South East

4.1 Key Findings

Arts Council
England
Budget
Holder
Royal Pavilion
& Museums,
Brighton and
Hove

Governance structures for MD vary significantly across England, Scotland and Wales. The
tables below highlight how Museum Development operates across the UK.
Home
Nations
Wales

Scotland

Northern
Ireland

England

Lead
Organisation
Welsh
Government,
Policy
Division

Museums
and Galleries
Scotland

National
Museums
Northern
Ireland

Overview of MD
Functions
Administers:
Museum
Accreditation
scheme Capital
grants Provides
direct
development
advice to museums

Other MD in area

Role in MDN

Conwy County
Council
Blaenau Gwent
County Council
Torfaen Country
Council – employ a
member of MD
staff. There is no
formal coordination.

Cross border
collaboration
MD Advisor
(job-share)
represented on
committee

Managing the
Museum
Accreditation
Scheme, Grant
programmes and
providing advice
Managing the
Museum
Accreditation
Scheme Providing
Grant Assistance
Running an
Acquisition Fund

Cross border
collaboration

2

Consulted

Royal Pavilion &
Museums, Brighton
and Hove
Hampshire Cultural
Trust
Oxfordshire
County Museums
Service
Chatham Historic
Dockyard Trust
Manchester Museum
&
Cumbria Museum
Consortium

Museum coordination
group – 4 areas
+ Michael Cooke

Richard
Holdsworth,
Chatham Historic
Dockyard

Manchester
Partnership
oversight group
and Cumbria
Museum
Consortium.
Regional input
from SIF panel
York Museums
Trust Board

Gordon Watson,
Lakeland Arts
Trust

Manchester
Museum

Yorkshire

York
Museums
Trust
Museum of
London

York Museums Trust

North East

Tyne and
Wear
Archives and
Museums

Tyne and Wear
Archives and
Museums

South
West

Bristol CC

Bristol Museum and
Art Gallery
Royal Albert
Memorial Museum
Cornwall Museums
Partnership
Exeter CC *

No formal role
to date.

The table below outlines the arrangements for ACE funded areas in England, who the key
budget holders are, where there are oversight boards in place and who was consulted as
part of this work.

Oversight

North
West

London

See table below

Host Organisations &
*County MDO’s

Museum of London

Museum of
London Board/
Finbarr
Whooley
Tyne and Wear
Archives and
Museums’
Board
Steering group/
advisory board

Reyahn King,
York Museums
Trust
Finbarr Whooley,
Museum of
London
Bill Griffiths,
Tyne & Wear
Archives &
Museums
Laura Pye,
Bristol CC

Tiverton Museum of
Mid-Devon Life
Museum of
Barnstaple & North
Devon

The stakeholder consultation did not include the East of England, Scotland and Wales.
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East
Midlands
West
Midlands
East

Teignbridge District
Council*
Dorset History
Centre*
Somerset Heritage
Centre*
Wiltshire and
Swindon History
Centre*
Leicestershire Leicestershire CC
CC
Ironbridge
Gorge
Museums
Norfolk
Museums
Service

Ironbridge Gorge
Museums
Norfolk Museums
Service
Luton Culture

CultureRunner

Independent
board &
consultative
group
Ironbridge
Board

•

Most hosts have little or no awareness of MD outside of their own area.

•

Most hosts believe there is a value in understanding MD activity from a national
perspective.

•

There was a note of the importance of MD in relation to Museum Accreditation.

•

A need to articulate success and continue advocacy from a national perspective were
seen as priorities.

•

The introduction of a Senior Manager post at ACE is considered to be a very positive
step.

Franne Wills,
Leicestershire CC
Anna Brennand,
Ironbridge Gorge
Museums

Steering group

Hertfordshire CC *
Cambridgeshire CC *
Essex CC *
Suffolk CC *
Notes:
Not all MD staff are based within the budget holding organisations. This can create
implications for line management, contracts and pensions and is especially the case in the
South East. Some county MD Officers are primarily funded by a local authority.
4.2 Common Themes
•

Governance structures for MD vary significantly across the UK. Not all regions have a
mechanism (steering groups/ boards) through which the recipient museums of MD can
play a role in shaping activities in their area. There are other mechanisms in place for
gathering feedback including an Annual Regional Gathering (North East), consultations
and surveys.

•

While providing MD is considered by Arts Council England to be separate to National
Portfolio Organisation (NPO) agreements in practice host organisations that are also
NPOs (the majority) see a connection between their leadership role as an NPO and MD.

•

A few areas described the delivery of MD as a ‘service’ or delivery of a contract.
Comparisons were also made with Bridge Organisations.

•

The knowledge of the local areas held by MD teams is considered to be highly valuable.
11
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5. Workshops
5.1 Committee Workshop
In November 2017 a workshop was held with MDN Committee members. At this workshop
the survey findings and business planning information (collated by Kat Hale) were reviewed,
a SWOT was undertaken and priorities for the committee were identified. These were:
Short-term (1-5 years)
• Establish a national evaluation and impact measurement framework
• Clarify the identity of MD (advocacy within England)
• Agree a structure for MDN nationally
• Seek to address workforce diversification
• Explore new funding streams and reduced reliance on ACE
• Investigate international relationships to share best practice and investigate funding
opportunities.
Longer-term (5 years +):
• Sustainability of data/materials – new technology
• Continual development to meet audience expectations
• Brand development and wider advocacy
• Diversification of income.
There were also discussions relating to the future structure of MD including:
• Establishing a lead body/ possibly a CIO/ membership organisation
• Investigating a partnership merger with another organisation
• The impact of devolved local authorities
• The potential to develop the role of MD in relation to Accreditation
5.2 Regional Workshops

As part of these workshops participants were asked to what extent they felt they were part
of a national network:
• Most people believed they were somewhat a part of a wider network
• Some people see the network as just the committee
• ACE relationship managers attending in York responded to the question to highlight
they did not feel part of the network but would like to
• The relationship manager in the South West noted they did feel like they were part
of the network.
5.3 SWOT
There was also a SWOT analysis undertaken at both the committee and regional
workshops. The table below highlights the combined responses to this exercise.
Strengths
People/ passion/professionalism
Historical context and knowledge
That the network exists – not developing
from scratch
Expertise and knowledge
Willingness to share/ peer support
Collective/ National cover
Well connected
Regional differences
Being an SSO – status recognition
Has a place at National table/ discussions
Relationships with other SSOs
Having a dedicated ACE post – IW
Relationship with museums
National conference

Weakness
Differences/inconsistency in data collection
Different regional structures and operating
models
Local authority contributions – agendas
Relationship with Museum Federations
Lack of consistent delivery approach/
historic set-ups
Previous lack of impact at National level
Lack of competitive bids to deliver MD
Regional differences
Not vocal enough as a network
Not clear who to go to
Website signposting to individual areas –
who are the audiences?
Lack of carrot and stick
Reliance on individuals
Disconnect between MD and MDO in
museums perception
Lack of career progression for MDOs
MD not clear on its purpose
Communications (online) fragmented
Loss of support network for individual
MDOs/ lack of relevance to MDOs

Opportunity
To have a louder voice
More shared working
Funding opportunities
Economies of scale (joint commissioning)
ACE 10 year plan
Use national coverage

Threats
Political will
Funding: one primary funder
National politics
Potential of imposing a ‘one size fits all’
Hosts no longer wanting to deliver MD
Other training providers
Unclear communication from network

Following the committee workshop, a series of regional workshops were held across
England. The purpose of these workshops was to engage all MD staff in the discussion about
the future options for MD. They took place as follows:

Apr. 10

Apr. 30

Peterborough, Peterborough
Museum

Birmingham, Arts Council
England Offices

York, York Castle Museum

Taunton, Castle House,
Museum of Somerset

Apr. 12

May. 8

13
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Increase understanding of how regions
work
More engagement with audiences –
younger more diverse
‘Selling’ MD- Advocacy
Develop relationships with SSOs
Strengthen communications – one voice
Improve relationship with ACE and HLF
Succession planning – opening up the
committee beyond the 11 leads
Central point of reference

CultureRunner
Declining volunteers/ more competition for
volunteer time
The context of smaller museums - do they
have a longer-term future?
LA funding cuts

These shared areas of MD activity were identified as ways to:
• Communicate a national message/ explanation of Museum Development to external
stakeholders
• Inform benchmarking and business planning with ACE
• Provide a framework for MD as a profession, especially through the recruitment and
induction of new MD staff
• Work towards a national standard for MD.

6. Conclusion and Recommendations
The strength of MDN lies in the people and their ability to make connections. People
working within MD roles are inherently collaborative and there is a strong desire across the
network to build on this.

5.4 Vision, Mission and Values
Participants at the workshops were asked to consider a vision, mission and values for MD.
The following statements have been developed from suggestions made at the committee
and regional workshops. There were many ways in which people described MD including;
‘GPs for Museums’ and ‘Gardening for Museums’. There was also the suggestion that the
network should consider becoming a professional body.

Through the activities undertaken to date there is now a clearly defined vision and mission
for the network and a set of shared values.
Museum Development believes in thriving museums. It raises standards and drives
excellence by enabling, guiding and supporting people working in museums.

Vision
Museum Development believes in thriving museums. It raises standards and drives
excellence by enabling, guiding and supporting people working in museums.
Mission
Museum Development will realise its vision of thriving museums by being a challenging,
approachable and ambitious agent of change. It works in partnership with other providers
to raise standards and drive excellence across collections management, audience
engagement, organisational development, inclusion, access and learning in museums.
The strength of Museum Development lies in its local knowledge of UK museums, their
collections and communities.

Museum Development will realise its vision of thriving museums by being a challenging,
approachable and ambitious agent of change. It works in partnership with other providers
to raise standards and drive excellence across collections management, audience
engagement, organisational development, inclusion, access and learning in museums.
These vision and mission statements should drive any future developments, specifically in
relation to:
• Communications and advocacy
• Governance
• Operations and activities.
Below are a series of recommendations that are based on identified progress to date and
feedback from MD staff and stakeholders.

Values

6.1 Collaborative Working

1
Supportive, trusted
and honest

2
Ambitious and
innovative

3
Realistic and
pragmatic

4

There are active groups within the network looking at areas of shared activity. These include
a group looking at training development, delivery and evaluation. The committee should
consider reviewing the format of existing groups to ensure they reflect the mission of MD,
specifically in relation to:
• Collections management
• Audience engagement
• Organisational development
• Inclusion and access
• Learning.

Professional and
diplomatic

15
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The table below is a suggested template for the committee to adopt/ revise.
Area of activity
Collections management

MD lead
Tbc

Organisational development Tbc
Audience development,
inclusion and access

Tbc

Learning

Tbc

Remit
Accreditation, relationship with
Collections Trust
Accreditation, diagnostic, governance,
training, sustainability, relationship
with AIM
Accreditation, Creative Case,
relationship with Audience Agency and
Culture24
Schools and University programmes/
relationship with Kids in Museums/
HEIs and Bridges

These groups could be formed with Chairs and members of the exisiting committee
members. They should facilitate shared approaches and best practice in their areas. The
committee should assign a lead for these areas and agree clear objectives for their remit.
There is of course overlap across the disciplines and there should be a committee
representative on each group who can feed back to the national committee.
6.2 Committee Governance
If the above structure is adopted then the national committee should repurpose its role to
focus on:
• Reviewing strategy – planning for the future of the network (including financial and
operational activities)
• National and international advocacy and representation (including attending
Museums SSO meetings)
• National and international policy development and input
• Management of the national network –
o National team meetings
o Website
o Yearly conference
The committee may also wish to consider introducing a new starters induction process for
anyone joining MD roles.
• Overview of committee activity – identifying areas of cross over
The committee will need to revise the terms of reference and role descriptions for
members.

•
•
•
•

Development Officers (not ACE funded) and those in Wales, Scotland and Northern
Ireland are included in all forms of communication.
Jiscmail: Review membership of the list and ensure all current MD staff are on it. A
link to signing up to the list could be added to the website and moderated by the
coordinator.
The MDN website: This could include details of MD staff and possibly images. It
should be active and highlight the depth of work underway across the UK through
case studies and features.
Email group (separate to Jiscmail)
Twitter.

Any revisions should align with a revised communications strategy (building on the draft
2016 strategy).
6.4 Financial Arrangements
MD in England is primarily funded by ACE. There are other sources of income with some
regions having greater diversity of sources than others. Some key actions for the committee:
• Identify specific sources and amounts of external funding/ income and prepare a
national overview
• Investigate potential for increased income generation activities – nationally or in
specific regions
• Ensure the committee structure is funded to support the administration of the
network. Specifically the management of:
o Communications – internal and external (including the website, twitter etc.)
o Committee meetings (venues, refreshments)
o CPD for committee members especially the Chair and Vice-chair
o Network CPD (conference and regional workshops).
For ACE:
• Continue to support the administration costs of the network
• Review consultancy arrangements between MD providers
• Review arrangements with hosts – financial and operational.
6.5 Progress and Next Steps
The following table highlights progress to date in relation to the recommendations made in
2016 and suggested next steps.
Area
Governance

6.3 Internal Communications
In order to facilitate greater collaborative working the following internal communication
tools need to be reviewed and, if needed, repurposed:
• Contact database for MD staff: This should be reviewed on a quarterly basis and
particular attention should be placed on ensuring ‘county based’ Museum
17

2016 Recommendations
MDN should not become
a formalised
membership
organisation. (MALD
would be unable to join
due to its position within
government)

Progress to date
Options for
constitution and
organisational
structure have been
explored at regional
workshops and the

Next steps
Revise the existing
TOR and structure
for the committee
to reflect the
vision, mission and
values of MD
nationally.
18
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Decision making criteria
to carry decisions
forward should be
considered.
Re-evaluate purpose,
vision and values to
reflect changes in
museum sector and
adopt an agreed final
constitution.
Operations

Improve information
sharing between
Museum Development
agencies (9 English
regions, Northern
Ireland, Scotland and
Wales).
Agree a standard among
the 9 English Museum
Development
Programmes. Explore
ways of collecting data
that can be collated to
produce a National
(England) picture.

Advocacy and
Consider how best to
communications advocate MD on a
national (England and
UK) level. Work towards
publicly promoting the
impact that programmes
provide to the sector.

CultureRunner
committee
workshops.
The vision, mission
and values of MD
have been developed.

Consider
establishing
working groups to
reflect areas of
activity.

Introduce role
descriptions for
Chair and ViceChair and
committee roles
and set up an
induction process
for new MD staff.
Regional workshops
Review the 2016
have taken place. The communications
need to engage more strategy and revise
people on the erelevant areas of
group was highlighted activity.
at the workshops and
a revision of the
Actions should
website.
relate to the vision
and mission of MD
Data capture
nationally.
superseded by ACE
objectives and future The committee
activity.
should maintain an
up to date
database of MD
contact details.
Consultation
undertaken with
stakeholders
including host
organisations, ACE
staff and AIM.
Workshops and
meetings that aim to
clarify and get
agreement on a joint
message across MD
that can be used for
advocacy.

The shared
statement of
purpose should
drive all advocacy
campaigns and be
explored within an
updated national
communications
strategy.

19

Skills

Develop a CPD
framework for Museum
Development
practitioner, starting
with an in-depth analysis
of skills and including
consultation with
stakeholders.

Consultation with
stakeholders
undertaken.
Survey of MD staff
undertaken and skills
areas identified.

Support MD staff to
develop skills in areas
including; business,
financial and legal,
partnerships and
collaboration and digital
technologies.

CPD needs should
align with the
shared mission of
MD nationally.
The committee
should consider
how the network
upholds
professional
standards/ is a
body of
recognition –
possibly introduce
awards scheme.
ACE to invest in
CPD needs in areas
identified.

6.6 Other Considerations
There were numerous discussions during the course of this activity as to what the best
structure for MD should be in the future. This included considerations for membership,
formally constituting the network and partnership working. MALD, Museums Galleries
Scotland, National Museums Northern Ireland and ACE have significant roles to play in these
discussions. They should continue to support the committee to identify and implement the
best structure to ensure the network continues to support thriving museums, to raise
standards and drive excellence across the sector.
The following options should be considered in light of this:
•
•
•
•

MD and its role in Accreditation
MD as a UK wide body representing Wales, Scotland, England and Northern Ireland
MDN as a professional body for development and training
MD and other museum sector support organisations.

It is an exciting time for MD nationally. The introduction of a Senior Manager post at ACE,
the recommendations outlined in the Mendoza review, and the momentum of the network
itself are all placing the network in a strong position to be the agents of change for a thriving
museums sector.
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